
Sarangkot – Zip Line - Overview

Destination : Sarangkot

Sarangkot – Zip Line - Itinerary

Day 1: Pick up from lake side.

zip line company will provide the pick up from the lakeside. Any slots which are convenient can be chosen.

Day 2: Briefing and embarking the zip line.

Once reached the zip line spot they will brief and explain about the ride and help u embark the zip line.

Day 3: Returning back to lake side area.

Once the ride is completed the vehicle will bring you to the lake side area.

Sarangkot – Zip Line - FAQs

1. How long is Sarangkot Zip line?

The second and the first Zip line of Nepal, which is the longest and steepest zipline
worldwide, is Sarangkot Zipline, located at an altitude of 1625m. The zipline has an
initial inclination of 56degrees with a total length of 1800m with 600m of vertical drop.

2. 2. What can causes zipline accidents?

This can include a user not correctly strapped into a harness, a harness that is not
the right size for the user's size and weight, or failure to engage all safety devices.
Improper braking systems. Zipline crashes and collisions are the second leading
cause of zipline accidents.

3. What should you not wear on a zipline?



Shorts that are too short may ride up when your harness is tightened, or when you're
zipping down the line. While this won't put you in any risk, it can be uncomfortable.

4. What is the recommended age for zip lining?

Most zipline operators will not allow children under the age of 5 years old, though
some have restrictions up to 8 years old.

5. 5. What do you wear when ziplining?

Helmet. We supply the Helmet to protect your noggin. ...

Sunglasses. Sunglasses are approved. ...

T-shirt/Jacket. T-shirt and/or lightweight jacket. ...

Sunscreen/Bug Spray. We highly recommend sunscreen when it's sunny and bug spray
when its cloudy.

Long Shorts. Long shorts or light pants. ...

Closed Toe Shoes.
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